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## ABBREVIATIONS

- **F&E**: The core boxed game
- **FO**: Fighter Operations (absorbs Carrier War)
- **CO**: Combined Operations (absorbs Special Operations and Marine Assault)
- **AO**: Advanced Operations
- **PO**: Planetary Operations
- **SO**: Strategic Operations
- **CL**: Captain’s Log
(101.0) INTRODUCTION

Federation & Empire, known as F&E, is a strategic game of space warfare. The map covers vast distances; each counter represents one or more starships or other types of units. Players receive income from their empire, and use the money to buy ships (and other things) with which to defend their territory (and conquer more territory).

(101.1) HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

This game portrays the titanic struggle between three star-faring superpowers and numerous smaller empires. One by one, the Klingons, the Federation, and finally the Romulans were drawn into the General War (the most devastating interstellar conflict in history) when their allies became involved in a regional dispute. The Lyrans (a Klingon ally) and the Kzintis (friendly with their former enemies in the Federation) were at war in the year Y168 for the fifth time (counting only declared wars).

The Klingons took advantage of an opportunity to eliminate the Kzintis permanently before they became formal Federation allies, or worse, Federation members. The Hydrans entered the War, to their regret, when they perceived that the Klingon-Lyran Coalition would turn toward them after the Kzintis were eliminated.

Eventually the Federation was forced to become involved, originally to support the Kzintis and finally when the Klingons attacked the Federation frontier. The Klingons later encouraged the Romulans to attack the Federation, by convincing them that the Federation could not withstand a combined assault. The Gorns, who like the Kzintis had fought the Federation in a border dispute, became Federation allies against the growing power of the Coalition.

Within six years the entire known region of the galaxy was embroiled in the conflict. This was the first time that all of the empires had been committed to a total war. The Alliance (Federation, Kzintis, Gorns, Hydrans, and later the once-neutral Tholians) had suffered heavily in the initial onslaught by the Coalition (the Klingon, Lyran, and Romulan empires). It took years to recapture the lost territory, and more years to drive the War home into Coalition territory. Historians are still debating the final outcome. Did one side win, or did all of the empires simply quit fighting because they were no longer able to wage war?

(101.2) INTRODUCTION TO THE GAME

Federation & Empire is a grand strategic simulation game of the eighteen-year-long General War which devastated (or will devastate) the galaxy more than 200 years in the future.

A special “Fast Play” scenario (606.0) is included, which will set up the battles for the first turn of the Grand Campaign, allowing players to experiment with the game system. Read section (103.0) before trying to play (606.0).

Section (102.0) explains the various terms used in the game. Refer to this section for the explanation of any confusing or unfamiliar terms.

The rules are extensively cross-referenced. Many rules in-